In this paper the problem of cooling a component, in the interior of which heat is generated due to its work, was solved analytically. the problem of cooling of a processor with the use of a heat pump was solved based on a earlier theoretical analysis of authors of external surface cooling of the cooled component by using the phenomenon of liquid evaporation. Cases of stationary and non-stationary cooling were solved as well. The authors of the work created a simplified non-stationary analytical model describing the phenomenon, thanks to which heat distribution within the component, contact temperature between the component and liquid layer, and the evaporating substance layer thickness in relation to time, were determined. Numerical calculations were performed and appropriate charts were drawn. The resulting earlier analytical solutions allowed conclusions to be drawn, which might be of help to electronics engineers when designing similar cooling systems. Model calculations for a cooling system using a compressor heat pump as an effective method of cooling were performed.
INTRODUCTON
This paper is continuation of the paper [1] in which determining the conditions of liquid evaporation on the surfaces of studied components as an effective means of cooling the studied object, a general heat conduction equation in components with internal heat sources, which is widely discussed in scientific literature as evidenced by work [1] . One particular problem is determining the stationary conditions on the edge of a cooled object that has internal heat sources. One of the most effective methods of cooling is the use of the phenomenon of liquid evaporation on the surface of cooled components. In order to induce the phenomenon of evaporation on the surface of cooled components, the use of a compressor heat pump is very convenient. The phenomenon of coolant evaporation takes place in the heat pump's evaporator, which is called the thermodynamic cycle's lower heat source conducted in the heat pump. Designing cooling systems requires the ability to learn the process of heat flow in components submitted to cooling, while paying extra attention to the cooling surface. Articles [2] [3] [4] present interesting research based on the original method of cooling selected components (MEMS -Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems). The authors of the works applied a very effective method of cooling based on coolant evaporation on studied components, and a new method of transporting the liquid to a selected location within the computer based on the phenomenon of magnetohydrodynamics. The works are, above all else, of an experimental nature. The issue of magnetic transport for laminar flow of appropriate coolants in pipes was solved theoretically in works [5, 6] . The theoretical analysis of the process of microprocessor cooling was conducted in work [7] for cooling via coolant evaporation, while work [8] concentrated on variable load conditions via water stream cooling. Analytical solutions for stationary heat flow through a processor layer with internal heat sources and a layer evaporating liquid, whose thickness was determined a priori, was presented in the aforementioned work [7] , which is in the form of a short announcement. There is a noticeable lack of theoretical works in scientific literature about studying the cooling of processors based on the coolant's surface evaporation and solving the full scientific problem, i.e. considering the non-stationary conditions of cooling selected computer components including the determination of evaporating liquid's surface thickness. Not enough attention is paid to temperature distribution within the processor. Processor temperature is an essential parameter determining the work quality of the device and it must not exceed the critical value. Currently, it is hard to acquire data, due to the rapid developments in computer technology, which defines the thermophysical properties of the material used in the production of processors; that knowledge is of the utmost importance for a full description of the phenomenon of heat conduction in studied components. The purpose of this work is to present a theoretical study of heat flow in a processor with internal heat sources by determining its heat distribution and studying the effect of boiling liquid layer's thickness on the heat exchange process. There is a need for the creation of appropriate conditions for coolant evaporation on the surfaces of cooled components. One of the methods of delivering the boiling agent to a selected place within the computer and creating conditions in that place to enable coolant evaporation is the use of a CHP compressor heat pump. The aforementioned technology is proposed in the work.
PROCESSOR WITH INTERNAL HEAT SOURCES COOLING MODEL
The location of the studied component is described with a set of coordinates with the vertical axis y having its beginning at the lower, horizontal coordinate of its surface ( 
STATIONARY PROCESS OF COMPONENT COOLING (STATIONARY PROCESS)
In a stationary process, liquid and jet streams are equal 
where coordinate, unit temperature, contact layer temperature and internal heat source parameter are respectively designated: The relation presented above leads to the conclusion that contact temperature increases with the increase in liquid layer's thickness. Temperature distribution in the studied component for exemplary contact temperatures C θ and the corresponding thickness values of evaporating substances h are presented in Figure 2 .
The maximum temperature in the studied component processor is equal and it is present on the edge of adiabatic surface 0 = y , which, in order to allow the device to work properly, must not exceed the acceptable value. In stationary conditions, the heat stream conducted via the liquid layer is equal to the heat stream rejected via the evaporating liquid. This relation is described with equation
in which a dimensionless evaporation parameter was designated using a complex expression 
COOLING SYSTEM
In order to ensure appropriate conditions for an effective processor cooling, a CHP compressor heat pump (CHP) can be used as an element for a constituent set of cooled computer elements, in which a properly selected low-boiling agent (R-134a) is the working medium. Thermodynamic parameters of the low-boiling agent -temperature, evaporation pressure and flow -should correspond to processor cooling conditions resulting from a theoretical analysis performed earlier. Table 1 . The conditions within the evaporator are crucial. They are achieved thanks to heat pump's work. They should meet processor cooling conditions which are accepted in agreement with construction requirements. Evaporation temperature that is too low, may cause vapour dropping out from the surrounding air onto the computer elements' surfaces, which is detrimental to correct usage. As seen in Table 1 , power demand for the compressor heat pump's drive is minimal. The evaporating liquid' layer thickness, which affects temperature drop from contact temperature do evaporation temperature is minimal as well.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a solution for a simplified, author-proposed, quasi-stationary processor with internal heat sources cooling model based upon a classic stationary heat exchange that takes place in a circuit featuring an element with internal heat sources and an evaporating liquid layer. The theoretical model thus created allows for a realistic theoretical description of the phenomenon, i.e. to make contact temperature between the studied processor and the evaporating substance liquid layer and internal heat sources time-dependent. The work's result is the establishment of contact temperature and liquid layer thickness in a time function. Existing classic theoretical solutions known in literature with differently set border conditions assume time-independent heat sources and a constant temperature at the edge of the area investigated. In terms of cooling, the contact temperature is drastically reduced in the initial moment and treated later as constant value. Knowledge about the dependency of the contact temperature on time and the maximum temperature of the processor component, (which is dependent on contact temperature), is very important. The maximum temperature should not be greater than the border critical temperature, exceedance of which is unacceptable. Meeting this condition is decisive when it comes to the device functioning properly. The application of the compressor heat pump for execution of evaporation process on the external surface of cooled component seems to be well justified.
The power demand of a compressor heat pump CHP compressor heat pump's drive is negligible. An important part of the CHP cooling circuit is the thermodynamic agent's evaporation temperature, whose value must not be too low in order to avoid vapour dropping out from the surrounding air onto the surfaces of the computer elements. Provided that the CHP works in invariable conditions, (i.e. both the evaporation temperature and the cooled element's received heat stream are constant), the temperature gradient on the edge of cooled element, the contact temperature and the thickness of evaporating liquid layer will be constant. 
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